References about Transparency in Teaching and other related things:

MAA Teaching Tidbits article by Darryl Yong about Transparency in Teaching:

Chronicle of Education articles by James M. Lang:
2. Article from 2017; also mentions clickers:
   https://www.chronicle.com/article/The-Distracted-Classroom-/240797

Article by Dana Ernst; gives an activity to help students buy in to using IBL (Inquiry-Based Learning):
http://danaernst.com/setting-the-stage/

Site for the official project at UNLV, run by Mary-Ann Winkelmes:
https://www.unlv.edu/provost/teachingandlearning

A more complete reference list than this page is found here:
https://www.unlv.edu/provost/transparency/tilt-higher-ed-examples-and-resources

Research article showing that Transparency especially helps underrepresented students
https://www.aacu.org/peerreview/2016/winter-spring/Winkelmes